Cell biology began here
In recent years, has become more important, owing
to development of methods for the specific labelling
and imaging of individual cellular constituents
Light is relatively un-destructive
Introduction

The samples can be observed alive

Advantages

Specific components of the cell can be
tagged with fluorescent markers
Limited in the finess of detail that it can reveal

Disadvantages

Consists of a light source, a condenser lens, the object, and an objective lens
Can be theoretically determined by considering a diffraction grating in between two lenses
n is the refractive index of the medium
between object and objective
i is the half-angle subtended between
the object and the objective lens

The Numerical aperture of
the lens is given by n Sin(i)

It is a function of light collecting ability
The higher the N.A., the greater the resolution and
the brighter the image, but the shorter the working
distance and the smaller the depth of field
The radius of the disk is
given by 0.61 *
Wavelength of light /
Numerical Aperture

The image of a small pinhole (diameter much
smaller than the wavelength of light) in an
opaque screen is a concentric pattern centered
upon a bright disk known as Airy's disk

Rayleigh proposed that two pinholes should be considered
"resolved" if they were separated by the radius of Airy's disc
These are oil-immersion lenses
The objectives obtainable have numerical aperture 1.40

For dry lenses, it cannot exceed 1

Resolving power
Just about big enough to see a mitochondria

With the shortest visible wavelength of light ( ~ 0.45
MICROmeter) , a resolution is 0.2 MICROmeter is possible

1-2 micron long, and 0.5 microns wide
Roughly the size of a bacterium

The use of UV light down to a wavelength
of about 0.2 MICROmeter is possible

All lenses have to be made of
quartz (very expensive)
Images have to be viewed on a
fluorescent screen

For the full power of an objective to be utilised, the
condenser should be of the same numerical aperture
Small opaque discs can be "seen" down to
0.075 MICROmeter, and an opaque line
down to a thickness of 0.018 MICROmeter

Theory of the
microscope

The limit of resolution does not define the size
of the smallest object that can be seen

However, the real dimensions and shapes of
these objects cannot be determined
It is a diffraction pattern that is observed

Can be calculated by multiplying the magnification of the two separate lenses
For comfortable vision, the angle subtended at the retina must
be one minute of arc (three for comfortable vision)
Magnification

Actin filaments form tracks
This is where cytoplasmic flow occurs

For any objective, multiplying the N.A size by 1000 gives
a rough guide to useful magnification
Any further magnification is empty - it doesn't
improve the quality of the image

Misc

Works by changing the phase of light beams that pass through different
parts of the sample, and observing the resulting diffraction patterns
If the phase different is large, this is easy to observe without any special equipment

Can resolve much smaller structures

Advantages

Sometimes, however, the phase difference is small, and must be enlarged to be seen clearly
A condenser annulus only allows a ring
of light into the object plane

Specimen preparation is complex
Introduction

Specimen preparation is more
likely to introduce artefacts

Problems

A grove is cut into the phase plate of such
dimensions that it co-incides with the image
of the annulus

Phase contrast
microscopy

Needs to be high vacuum

A phase plate is inserted above the
objective lens, designed as follows

Tissues have to be cut very thinly (50-100nm) for transmission
This is done as follows

Source of electrons is a filament or cathode

It is also half silvered, to decrease the
intensity of the light passing through it

Column is 2 metres high
Magnetic coils act as "electron lenses", focusing the beams

This happens to all the undiffracted light

Upside-down version of light microscope

The diffracted light, however, passes through the rest of the phase plate

Collected on fluorescent screen or photographic plate
(dark where no electrons arrive = thick sample)

This increases the phase difference and therefore the contrast

Resolutions up to 0.1 nm (1 ARMSTRONG) at best

Illuminating rays of light are directed from the side
Dark field microscopy

Electrons pass through, and are absorbed more where
there's lots of heavy metal stain = darker on the picture
Needs very thin specimens

Fix

The only certain solution is to examine cells while they are still alive, without fixing or freezing
Thin section

Bright-field microscopy
When we'd use what

Dark-field microscopy

Cut thin section using glass or
diamond blade in ultramicrotome

There are four ways to do this

Stain using a heavy metal - taken up
differently by different components of the cell

Differential-interference-contrast microscopy
Can overcome many of the problems encountered with normal
microscopy, and reach the theoretical limits of resolution

Advantages

Electron microscopy

Useful for studying small structures

Microscopy

Computers

These have very low electron scattering power
Stained with very heavy metal salts

Preparation

The human eye cannot see well in dim light

Two major problems are also
circumvented

Small differences in light intensity against a
bright background cannot be seen

These can be circumvented by using a very sensitive
camera and subtracting the background

Transmition

Mixed with them, drops are made and
allowed to dry on carbon surface
Metal everywhere expect where the molecules are

Phase-contrast microscopy

Light microscopy

Serial sections can lead to incredibly detailed 3D view
Good for looking at organelles

Separates polarised light which takes two different paths through the sample

The possibility that some compoenents of the cell may be lost or distorted
during specimen preparation has always challenged microscopists

Dehydrate by soaking in
ethanol or acetone
Embed in an epoxy resin

Only scattered light rays are observed

Differential interference
contrast microscopy

Cross-link proteins with
glutaraldehyde
Cross-link lipids with osmium tetroxide

Very sensitive (can detect low numbers of fluorescent molecules)
Negative staining

Specificifity
Most of them

Stands out as light against dark

Can be used for living cells

Exciting new development!

The stain must dry without crystaline structure
Reveals shape of speciment and organisation
and structure of proteins that make it up

Only illuminate with frequency
at which it absorbs
Fluorescent dyes absorb light of a certain wavelength

This allows us to avoid fixation - image might be a bit of like the real thing!
Dichroic mirror is used for focus the right light beams

Freezing very quickly to get vitreous ice (using nitrogen, say)
Cut with a micotome (fractured, really, and internal
structure affects lines of cut)
Fractured surface shadowed at 45 degrees with platinum

This grove causes a phase advance of 90 degrees
compared to other light passing through the plate

Release light of a lower wavelength (energy lost)
We only collect those wavelengths of lights
which we know are emitted by the dyes

Fluoresence microscopy
Freeze fracture

Molecules like chlorophyll are
already fluorescent

Direct fluoresence detection

Strengthened by depositing a layer of carbon on top of it
Then platinum-carbon replica floats off and is examined
Often results in fracture between membranes, which
allow the visualisation of membrane proteins

Preparing

Specific proteins can be found using immunogold micorscopy

Fluorescent analogue
cytochemistry

Molecules are covalently attached to
something fluorescent and inserted into the cell

Immunofluoresence (see below)

Looks at scattered electrons

Genetically modify organisms to produce fluorescent proteins

Great depth of field
3-D look

SCANNING ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY

But problem - out of focus! So confocal microscopy
Fixing makes the cells permeable to stains and cross-links macromolecules

Prepare by spraying with heavy metal
Freeze-fracture trasmission looks kind of embossed

Most tissue samples are too thick to be observed
directly, and are sliced using a microtome
Recognising

There is serious danger that this treatment can damage the cell,
and this is parly aleviated if freezing is used instead, but the
crystals can often damage the internal structure of the cell

Average plant cell - 100 MICROmeter
Average animal cell - 10-20 MICROmeter
Average bacterium - 1-2 MICROmeter

Most of the cell is colourless - to see most parts of the cell, one must use dyes

Scales

Very usefully, they bind selectively to different parts of the cell
Efforts are made to find dyes that can reveal
certain marcomolecules in cells. However,
since each macromolecule is present in a
low copy number, they're not easily visible

Average ribosome - 20 NANOmeter

One opton is to increase the number of dye
bound per macromolecule (e.g.: enzme assay)
A much more applicable one is to use fluorescent dyes

Fluorescent molecules absorb light at a certain
wavelength and emmit it at another
We illuminate a sample at its absorbing wavelength, and observe it
through a filter that only allowed light of the emitted wavelength through

Fixing and staining

These are done using a fluorescence microscope
The most sensitive methods
involve a marker attached to a
secondary antibody
The fluorescent dye can then be coupled to an antibody
Fluorescent microscopy

Even more sensitive ones
involves an enzyme that is
activated by binding to the
secondary antibody

Cells need to be permeabilised with
detergent to allow antibodies in
Fluorescent proteins have also been
discovered - like green fluorescent protein .
Gene has been identified, so can be cloned

We can even follow the progress of
this labelled protein in the cell

Some also change their colour depending on the
concentration of ions, which allows tracking
UV light goes in, so background is dark
Image deconvolution
Computational

Makes the image better!

Confocal microscope
Light focused onto a specific point
Optical
3D images

Needs to be very strong - e.g.: LASER

Pinhole near the detector only allows light from
a certain focal plane in the object through
Laser has to scan all the way through
Optical is easier and results
obtained faster

Which to use?

Computational can be very useful for weakly stained samples,
or those damaged by light, by using low-light cameras

Phase-contrast

Recognising them

Dark-field

Has a halo around the object

Bright image on a dark
background

Embossed
Differential-interference-contrast

Appears as black to white on a grey background
Like phase contrast, but without the halo
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